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  Description

  Because everyone already says this. It’s so overused, and Russians have become tired of foreigners saying this to them. I’m going to give it straight to you. No. You shouldn’t use this prase. there are exceptions, but if you’re non-Russian, and you say this to Russians, they’re not going to appreciate it.
The Week compared the phrase to " Remember the Alamo" from the 19th century Texas Revolution. [38] The Small Wars Journal likened the phrase to other notable battle taunts such as " Molon labe" ("come and take [them]"), from the Battle of Thermopylae, and " Nuts!," from the Battle of the Bulge, amongst other phrases. [39] Russian warship, go …! Glory to Ukraine!" W/2022". Ukrposhta . Retrieved 17 April 2022. [ permanent dead link] Times, The Moscow (30 March 2022). "Ukraine Honors Soldier Who Cursed Out Russian Warship". The Moscow Times. Archived from the original on 14 April 2022 . Retrieved 14 April 2022. a word every russian in any game yells at you no matter what you do. it basicly means anything they want it to mean and can be used in any situation. IDI NAHUI CYKA BLYAT BITCH YOU AMURICAN FOOK I'm sorry, but we haven't the facilities to accommodate you all". Digby Tatham-Warter supposedly said this in the Battle of Arnhem when asked to surrender. This quote was depicted in the film A Bridge Too Far, where a fictional character inspired by Tatham-Warter said the line. The historical accuracy of this quote is questionable.La garde meurt mais ne se rend pas" ("The Guard dies but does not surrender!") and "Merde!" ("shit", figuratively "go to hell"), historic response of French General Pierre Cambronne to a request to surrender at the Battle of Waterloo (1815)
It’s interesting that Russians use Cyka or Blyat on their own to describe people they don’t like. But when you put both words together, you can no longer use them to describe a specific person. Rousski Karable, 14 January 2023, archived from the original on 1 April 2023 , retrieved 1 April 2023 Latvian MP swears at Russia in Ukraine protest walkout". BBC. 23 February 2023. Archived from the original on 24 February 2023 . Retrieved 24 February 2023.On 13 April 2022, Ukrainian presidential adviser Oleksiy Arestovych and Odesa governor Maksym Marchenko said that Moskva had been hit by two Neptune anti-ship missiles and was on fire in rough seas. [28] A source at the Pentagon in the US later confirmed that Moskva had been hit by Ukrainian missiles. [29] Russian state-owned news agencies said the ship was badly damaged and its crew was evacuated due to a "fire" from "detonated ammunition." [30] The ship sank while being towed to a naval base. [31] Russian troops were garrisoned on the island until late June 2022, when the Ukrainian military successfully retook the island. [32] The island currently houses a small observational detachment under Ukrainian control. [33] Reception [ edit ]
Ankel, Sophia. "The captain of an oil tanker refused to refuel a Russian ship to protest Ukraine's invasion. The crew is 'very proud,' his wife says". Business Insider. OCLC 1076392313. Archived from the original on 4 March 2022 . Retrieved 4 March 2022. On 17 March 2022, World Trademark Review ( WTR) reported that lawyers for Hrybov, through his family and the Ukrainian military, had filed for an EU trademark for the slogan in both Cyrillic script and in English. [6] The lawyers told WTR that it was needed to respond to hostile filings by clothing companies in the United States and in Lithuania who were also seeking to trademark the slogan. [6] Techdirt commented that it was a "depressing coda to an otherwise inspiring story", but that the fact that the slogan had reached meme status from which others were profiting had likely changed the situation. [17] Similar quotes [ edit ] a b Abramovich, Alex (28 March 2022). "Иди Hаxуй". London Review of Books. Archived from the original on 31 March 2022 . Retrieved 31 March 2022.
Idi Nahui - video
Russia says its Moskva warship has sunk, hours after Ukraine said it hit the ship with a missile strike". CBS News. 14 April 2022. Archived from the original on 17 October 2022 . Retrieved 17 April 2022. Parker, Claire (30 June 2022). "On Snake Island, defiant Ukrainians force a Russian withdrawal". The Washington Post. Archived from the original on 1 July 2022 . Retrieved 15 April 2023. Achom, Debanish (29 March 2022). "Ukraine Welcomes Home Soldier Who Told "Go F*** Yourself" To Russians". NDTV. Archived from the original on 29 March 2022 . Retrieved 29 March 2022.
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      We do our best to ensure that the products that you order are delivered to you in full and according to your specifications. However, should you receive an incomplete order, or items different from the ones you ordered, or there is some other reason why you are not satisfied with the order, you may return the order, or any products included in the order, and receive a full refund for the items. View full return policy
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